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PMP Strategic Direction

1) Population Projections

2) Qualifying Matters

3) Housing Affordability
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Strategy concerns. In case some specific examples could help inform the Hearing at this stage, numerous additional slides, photos and other evidence/resources are included here. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Thorndon/Pipitea. Thorndon is NZ’s oldest suburb and the main residential area is shaped like a boot.  Imagine ...The shaft of the boot runs either side of the motorway/Tinakori Rd (arterial route to Karori)and the toe (pointing toward the Railway Station) and heel are parallel to Thorndon Quay
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thorndon is at the gateway of the city. Through which the city’s key lifelines pass.Residential Thorndon is nestled between Te Ahumairangi Hill and Parliament, Government Precinct and the CBDOn the western side of the suburb a significant number of residences flank the rupture hazard zone area of the Wellington Fault Line. Quite a number residents are in the rupture zone.Thorndon is no stranger to significant change from urban planning.  100’s of Thorndon’s dwellings were demolished for the motorway, and became fill at a what is now known as Kaiwharawhara Point



The tension between coping in a 
fragile place, and intensification of  
urban development in that place 

Ref: Wellington Lifelines Regional 
Resilience Project, rev 3, 2019

Highlight TRA’s Community Resilience 
Planning work.

Planning for Growth 
vs 

Planning for Resilience

https://wrgf.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/191111-Wellington-Lifelines-PBC-MAIN-20191009.pdf5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thorndon is NZ’s oldest suburb and the main residential area is shaped like a boot.  Imagine ...The shaft of the boot runs either side of the motorway/Tinakori Rd (arterial route to Karori)and the toe (points toward the Railway Station) and heel are parallel to Thorndon Quay

https://wrgf.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/191111-Wellington-Lifelines-PBC-MAIN-20191009.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A place filled with heritage and character. An significant place in our Capital City, and for New Zealand.A place with more than it’s fair share of vulnerabilities. https://www.wremo.nz/assets/Hub-Guides/Wellington-City/Thorndon-and-Pipitea-2023.pdfThorndon is at the gateway to the city through which the city’s key lifelines pass. In such a space how much residential intensification and upsizing is optimal? 



PMP Strategic Direction

Significant assumptions for plan making

1) Population Projections

7

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key foundational issue concerns demographic projections. 



City Assumptions vs Statistics NZ
https://www.transportprojects.org.nz/current/thorndon-connections/ ( accessed 2 Feb 2023 )
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WCC keeps telling to expect growth up to 80,000 people.e.g. this 3 month old webpage. The Residents’ Association turned to StatsNZ for refined official population projections. There are surprising, and concerning differences. 

https://www.transportprojects.org.nz/current/thorndon-connections/


?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WCC documentation is adamant that the city WILL be home to an additional 50,000 - 80,000 people in 30yrs time.Where’s the guarantee? Where’s the nuanced approach with all the ifs and buts. Besides, the PDP has a 10 year horizon.  We need to test the foundation assumptions.



Planning for Growth - accuracy of assumptions?

The PDP asserts a population increase up to 80,000 over the next 30 years
BUT
StatsNZ’s projections range from a low of 7,200 fewer citizens through to a high increase of 59,900 over 30 years 10

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The DP horizon is 10yrs. StatsNZ’s projection for 2033 ranks +26,500 at the HIGH end of their projections. StatsNZ’s projection for 2033 rank +11,000 as the MEDIUM of their projection scaleWe draw your attention to StatsNZ’s LOW projection for 10yrs is -4,500 fewer in 2033 than their baseline in 2018 !The accuracy of the population dataset used by WCC has to be questioned. Population assumptions have a significant strategic impact.If questionable projections have been used then perhaps other parts of the PDP could be skewed, and deserving of review or relaxation. But it’s not only about Wellington’s projections. What about near ‘others’ and the complex dynamics of demographics between Councils in our area?Paradigm-shifts are already apparent, such working remotely, and potentially other game-changing catalysts exist too.What’s projected to happen in neighbouring cities or centres in our region that could be impactful for Wellington’s population and planning?  There could be significant impacts on social fabric, on the rates base, and everything else. At risk is the city over densifying if we’ve got our demographic modelling wrong. 



PMP Strategic Direction

Use of Planning Controls

2) Qualifying Matters

11

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inadequate infrastructure, and resilience to natural disasters are additional factors to account for. The natural vulnerabilities (flood, seismic, wind) should qualify as restraining further intensification in residential Thorndon.And carbon accounting - the greenest buildings are our stock of existing quality timber residences.
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There’s a complete absence of the utilisation of any qualifying matters provisions to 
exclude residential areas from as-of-right upzoning, with, say:

- a character QM
- a QM for vulnerability to natural disaster e.g. flood-prone areas
- a QM for 3 waters infrastructure inadequacies 
- a QM for wind effects 
- a QM for significance to Maori
- etc

Beyond character (which abounds in this area of Thorndon) Council can, and could, and 
perhaps should have used things like vulnerability to flooding, or the absence of 
adequate infrastructure, etc.

It feels discriminatory that the faultline on the west side of the suburb has been taken into 
account, with MDZ and character precincts, whereas Thorndon’s valued residential areas on 
the east side are left devoid of any QM’s and instead proposed for zoning as either HDZ or 
CCZ. 

Residential Thorndon’s East side 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The PDP divides inner residential Thorndon into two halves, taking no account of community of interest. the CCZ encroaches into the residential areano Qualifying Matters have been used. The east side of Thorndon needs more rigorous and sustainable control than provisioned in the PDP. These areas of character are highly valued by the community.They add much to the capital’s unique characteristics that are celebrated widely for adding to the charm of our unique city.The special character of our inner residential areas is a well recognised part of the city’s international reputation. These deserve specific, and robust consideration and superior planning controls.



https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans-and-policies/a-to-z/spatial-plan/three-waters-assessment---growth-catchments-mahi-table-and-cost-estimates-march-2021.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are issues with stormwater infrastructure in Thorndon.What are the latest cost projections are per new dwelling in Thorndon?Concerns brought by residents to the TRA:Public transport/rail and bus transit systems broken and inefficient	Crumbling water systemsWaste-water infrastructureQuestion - is our drinking water safe?Where is / what is the long-term plan to manage flooding, reduce stormwater runoff, sewage overflows into the harbour? Where is the strategic long-term plan for improvements to infrastructure to benefit a greater number of people vs a number of cyclistsShort sighted cycle infrastructure plan serving a minority not the majority that require better infrastructure or those that need services the most e.g. those relying on public transport.  

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans-and-policies/a-to-z/spatial-plan/three-waters-assessment---growth-catchments-mahi-table-and-cost-estimates-march-2021.pdf


PMP Strategic Direction

vs Sphere of Influence

3) Housing Affordability

14

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Affordable housing and the PDP. Is the plan overplaying its hand in this matter?  Does the PDP’s land use zoning & controls influence any of this to any meaningful degree? It would seem that the reason for the lack of ‘affordable housing’ has very little to do with the DP and much more to do with contracts and building and other economic or financial matters beyond the scope of the DP. Affordable housing has to be directly contracted and built. Private market forces have been running for 40 yrs. Had affordable housing emerged from the market then NZ wouldn’t have an affordable housing crisis. 



https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/the-front-page-why-is-it-so-slow-and-expensive-to-build-in-nz-and-how-do-you-fix-it/47BUSU4VXZGTPBKOTAKBZ5GKOY/

We need housing affordability. But many factors contribute to this problem. 
The District Plan’s influence seems minimal, if any at all. 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/the-front-page-why-is-it-so-slow-and-expensive-to-build-in-nz-and-how-do-you-fix-it/47BUSU4VXZGTPBKOTAKBZ5GKOY/
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/the-front-page-why-is-it-so-slow-and-expensive-to-build-in-nz-and-how-do-you-fix-it/47BUSU4VXZGTPBKOTAKBZ5GKOY/
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/the-front-page-why-is-it-so-slow-and-expensive-to-build-in-nz-and-how-do-you-fix-it/47BUSU4VXZGTPBKOTAKBZ5GKOY/
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The slides, photos, videos and other resources from hereon 
are supplied at this stage in case they could contain any 
evidence or contextual information that might inform 
discussion on the PDP’s Strategic Directions. 

Otherwise, they are indicative for the Commissioners as to 
material that may be used in subsequent Hearing Streams. 

NOTE



Population 
per hectare of residential areas

Wellington Auckland

Wellington’s inner residential suburbs are relatively densely populated

87.0

48.0
53.2 53.5

67.0
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thorndon’s residential land parcels/titled areas are relatively small eg here’s an example of a character site that is 54m2   (btw:   the PDP is attempting to wrap this residential area into the CCZ) Analysis undertaken of the population of inner city suburbs in Wellington and Auckland: Base data used: StatsNZ subnational population estimates (RC, SA2), at 30 June 2021 on 2021 boundariesThen the area of parks, reserves, school areas, etc were calculated and subtracted in order to achieve a comparison based solely and consistently on the built ‘residential’ areas.



There’s adequate 
space to manage a 
superior balance.

Options exist to 
avoid the risk/error 
of compromising 
existing highly 
valued residential 
areas. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSiU-QGFqOboj45VXf5bmJbsgLhQesHq/view?usp=sharing
18

Inner residential 
neighbourhoods 
like 
Thorndon/Pipitea 
have made an 
acceptable 
contribution to city 
growth under the 
ODP, and can 
continue to do so 
without destroying 
the existing 
residential fabric.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extract from the Thorndon Residents’ Association submission on the Draft DP, December 2021Resubmitted by the Association in response to the Proposed DP, September 2022Site by site analysis undertaken by the Thorndon Residents’ Association.  Resilience factors need to be accounted for as well.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSiU-QGFqOboj45VXf5bmJbsgLhQesHq/view?usp=sharing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/district-plan-info-sheets-web.pdf?la=en&hash=85ED603B93AC777A347D0689431DBB12C084C063 WCC’s attempt to get a ‘social license’ to make a land grab from residential Thorndon on the eastern side of the urban motorway designating the Portland Precinct and the Selwyn Precinct as CCZ proposing the special Hobson Precinct as HRZThe final ignominy is DENYING the existence of these distinctive and highly valued character areas  (located in the yellow areas above)Given the strategic objective for climate change and sustainability and the objective to maintain a sense of place and identity via an instrument called Character Precincts … the lack of recognition of these distinctive areas of Thorndon are well out of step with the strategic goals. This matter is a troublesome incongruity in the PDP. Extend the  Character Precincts in line with Boffa Miskell reports. 



The east side of Thorndon 
needs more rigorous and 
sustainable control than 
provisioned in the PDP. 
These areas of character 
are highly valued by the 
community.

They add much to the 
capital’s unique
characteristics that are  
celebrated widely for 
adding to the charm of our 
unique city.

The special character of 
our inner residential areas 
is a well recognised part of 
the city’s international 
reputation. 

These deserve specific, 
and robust consideration 
and planning controls. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Include buildings that were identified in the Boffa Miskell Pre-1930 Character Area Review, 23.1.2019 as Primary/Contributory recommendations, in addition to Options 1 and 2 (Most preferred).



Thorndon Highly Values its Residential Character

Lest we forget …
● Significant parts of Thorndon were sacrificed for the motorway
● 100’s of homes demolished 
● Over 2,000 people displaced
● Even disturbed the dead (Bolton St cemetery)
● A legacy is Thorndon’s demolition graveyard, now called Kaiwharawhara Point

What remains is now is very highly valued by the community

The PDP’s re-zoning on the highly valued eastern flank of Thorndon ignores our story, the 
character and heritage, and other considerable values for the city. 

The greenest buildings are our remaining resilient, timber-built character houses.  

Consigning more to demolition waste in landfills, AND replacing them with concrete, glass and 
steel, is merely a recipe for massively increasing carbon emissions. 21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Arrest the proposed CCZ encroachment onto Thorndon’s highly valued character residential zones. The PDP proposes a significant land grab from inner residential Thorndon by zoning both the Portland Precinct and the Selwyn Precinct as CCZ It also zones the special Hobson Precinct as HRZ (these precincts are in the yellow areas highlighted on the map)Zone the precincts the same as the rest of our community i.e. Medium Density Residential Zones (MRZ) The final ignominy is DENYING the existence of the distinctive charm and highly valued character of these areas  Given the strategic objective for climate change and sustainability and the objective to maintain a sense of place and identity via a qualifying matter called a Character Precinct … the lack of recognition of these distinctive areas of Thorndon seems indiscriminate and out of step with the declared strategic goals. These incongruities within the PDP are troublesome. The PDP can easily address this discontinuity and it would be a win-win to restore alignment with the strategic objectives, appropriately rehabilitate our community, and ensure a cohesiveness in the Plan for Thorndon overall. We seek extended Character Precincts in line with Boffa Miskell



1968

22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1968Demolition and displacement. A experience that remains in the memory of many Thorndonites. 



A few examples of quality 
residential character in Thorndon’s 
Hobson precinct. 

A full online catalogue is included in the 
TRA’s Principal Submission:

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-
EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=m5Ei2o
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inner residential neighbourhoods like Thorndon have made an acceptable contribution to city growth, and can continue to do so without destroying the existing residential fabric.We seek extended Character Precincts, in line with Boffa Miskell reports.

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=m5Ei2o


The Catalogue for the Hobson precinct: https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=KOIGzo 24

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Catalogue for the Hobson precinct: https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=KOIGzo A combined Catalogue for the Selwyn and Portland precincts: https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xzJg0XdvdUa_ARsR?e=dddHuv These catalogues include links to photographs for each residence, and also to other resources. 

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xyUWo4dEmlazjabQ?e=KOIGzo
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our limited resources include our historic suburbs; which is a critical part of our identity as New Zealanders. Historic suburbs give a sense of continuity with the past and that continuity gives a sense of place, a sense of ‘home,’ a sense of identity. They are a legacy of the trees of our nation and an invitation to restore what was destroyed. We can still respect these trees beauty through the houses. And the historic suburbs are of huge tourism value because they convey that sense of difference, something special. People don’t travel the world to see sprawling sameness.Extract from an article by Stephen Minto in The Daily Blog
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also see this publication:N 10200 Ft From Mt Cook - A History of Town Acre 614 for The Plan of the Town of Wellington, Port Nicholson 1840, New ZealandCompany, LondonResearched by Christine McIlwaine MurcottDeposited in the Alexander Turnbull Library, 2022
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Mapping the
Tiakiwai Stream

Tiaki means cared for. It would be in 
this small, fresh water stream where 
wahine would rest after giving birth.

Another translation of 
Tiakiwai is directly related to 
the use of the stream to 
sooth wahine as they 
laboured and gave birth.

30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1851 - a sketch from a letter sent by Charles Von Alzdorf (land agent) to Robert Wainhouse (owner), England.On 31 May 1879 an owner of Town Acre 614 sent a letter to the Wellington City Engineer complaining about a culvert and stream that traversed under Hobson Street carrying the Tiakiwai Stream towards Town Acre 614 and to the beach, and was causing erosion every time there was heavy rain.In 1927 a cadastral survey accurately fixed an edge of the gully on the right bank of the Tiakiwai Stream96 years after that we’re correcting contemporary urban planning maps concerning the location of the Tiakiwai Stream, within an Independent Commissioners’ Hearing This significant gully remains apparent but concealed from the street, being below the houses situated at No’s 60 and 62 Hobson StThe stream would have been piped before these houses were constructed in 1915 and 1916. Summarised from a Stuff article written by Rachel Buchanan on 15 September 2012 she concluded: Multiple streams flowed from Te Ahumairangi and other hills around Thorndon.Another translation of Tiakiwai is directly related to the use of the stream to sooth wahine as they laboured and gave birth. Tiaki means cared for. It would be in this small, fresh water stream where wahine would rest after giving birth.Here undeniable evidence spanning 172 years in the Hobson precinct. It’s all part of the story of the area. An area that should qualify as a Character Precinct in the PDP. There are 4 qualifying matters that have been omitted from the PDP in this area of Thorndon:• Natural hazards (and historic fill)• Historic Heritage• Sites of Significance to Māori • a Character Precinct qualificationAlso see this publication:N 10200 Ft From Mt Cook - A History of Town Acre 614 for The Plan of the Town of Wellington, Port Nicholson 1840, New ZealandCompany, LondonResearched by Christine McIlwaine MurcottDeposited in the Alexander Turnbull Library, 2022
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Flooding Photos & Videos 
Hobson Precinct

What will double the intensity from 
climate change mean? 

Intensification 

Murphy St, July 2021

Flooded properties in Hobson St, 1993

The Pipitea Stream daylights itself
- video 1 (41sec)
- video 2 (95 sec)

Murphy St, 2021
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Infrastructure before urban intensification

https://photos.app.goo.gl/QaYmLw6K1BscJS4H6
https://photos.app.goo.gl/sa1UUuSCQftagDUt7


Midday Report  30 January 2023

https://www.rnz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018875640 2′59″  

Prof James Renwick, Victoria University of Wellington

“ Rain events have the potential to more than double what we’ve seen historically.

To make our cities more resilient an important part is urban design. Make sure we have green spaces between the 
concrete and asphalt, …  trees planted, and a lot of natural environment in the city. ”

A significant rethink is needed about intensification in our urban settings. 
We’re sailing into uncharted waters! 

35

https://www.rnz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018875640


“We need the grey infrastructure of stormwater systems, yes, but also the #greeninfrastructure of 
bioretention systems, permeable surfaces, green swales, urban forest, and other #naturebasedsolutions. 
We need to cast the climate adaptation lens over *everything* because the impacts are already upon us 
– and more is on its way.”

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dvdjhnhll/

36

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dvdjhnhll/


Resource Management Act 1991
6   Matters of national importance
(h)  the management of significant risks from natural hazards

Provision for councils to restrict development in flood-prone areas.

Recommendations:  

1. Note flood risks in Hobson & Portland precincts. 
2. Note the predictive analytics are out-of-date; we’re into uncharted (deeper) waters
3. Don’t intensify residential Hobson, Portland and Selwyn precincts 
4. Change CCZ for Selwyn Precinct and Portland precincts to MRZ
5. Change HRZ for Hobson precinct to MRZ 
6. Add Character Precincts to Hobson, Portland, & Selwyn areas 

37

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wrt the Intensification Streamlined Planning Process (ISPP), Hearings schedule would seem to not consider some matters, like infrastructure, until after the ISPP related matters have been dealt with.  But ‘infrastructure’ and ‘natural hazards’ must be factors to be considered.  The greenest buildings are our remaining resilient, timber-built character houses.  Consigning more to demolition waste in landfills, AND replacing them with concrete, glass and steel, is merely a recipe for massively increasing carbon emissions. The consequences are things like off the chart rainfall from atmospheric rivers, etc. Insurance risks / costs?



Resource Management Act 1991
7   Other matters
(i)  the effects of climate change
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“… the greenest building is one 
already built, that can also be readily 
renovated, where required.

Clear-felling the mere 6% of resilient 
timber-built character housing which 
remains in Wellington, while consigning 
the demolition waste to landfill, AND 
replacing it with concrete, glass and 
steel, is little more than a recipe for 
massively increasing carbon 
emissions. How very ‘Green’ that isn’t!

Inner-city residents’ associations have 
already identified opportunities for 
significantly increasing housing in at 
least two Wellington suburbs 
(specifically Thorndon and Newtown). ”

The Daily Blog, 6 Feb 2023

40

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://thedailyblog.co.nz/2023/02/06/greens-inconsistency-on-housing-shows-their-lack-of-strategic-thinking/



Davis St - the easternmost gateway 
into Thorndon:

● existing vertical intensification

● a nasty wind tunnel 

● lowest elevation in Thorndon 
i.e. tsunami zone

“... planning canyons of high rises 
which will create wind tunnels to blow 
old people and pushchairs out of the 
city ”
Concerned Thorndon Resident

41

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The gateway / entry point on Davis St into Thorndon.Contrasting streetscapes. “The Wellington City Planners are planning canyons of high rises which will create wind tunnels to blow old people and pushchairs out of the city.” - this came from very concerned Thorndon residentThe wind gusts between these buildings are also hazardous for cyclists 
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